
NOTES FROM THE OOOW ANNUAL GATHERING 

April 4 – 7, 2013 

 

Thursday Evening, April 4. 

Karen:  Welcome. 

Ron:  Community as a means of transformation, reaching out to the world, modeling and mentoring 

seekers and those on the path.  Overview of weekend’s schedule.   

Lynn:  Welcome and thanks.  Part of the weekend’s focus is on Ward’s teaching, part is sharing 

individuals’ contribution through Spirit’s guidance, as well as helping us to consider how we too might 

contribute and become aware of the cross-pollination of gifts and ideas.  We are called to engage our 

individual roles in this community and to transform Consciousness and increase awareness, in solidarity 

with other spiritually-based communities, across traditions. 

The inner work of the monk, interior monasticism, is central to the work of the Order.  Our inner 

tradition is to follow the path of Jeshua, to follow this through the heart, working from the inside and 

living into the world. Our particular mission is to be keepers of the oriental tradition of Christianity 

bringing it to the West.  We are challenged by three ways of being simultaneously: 

Our personal inner work 
Our personal outer work 
Our effort to balance the inner and the outer work on a path which incorporates both the East 
and the West. 

Few Christians in the West understand the Eastern perspective or know little of the luminous Gospels. 
Part of our work is to bring this Wisdom to the world in which we live on a daily basis.  In this living out 
of our call, we put emphasis on Jeshua as a wisdom teacher and the path of Jeshua as praxis compared 
to Jesus as dogma and doctrine. 

We are priests to the world; our cloister is as priests to the world.  To do, this we must have a strong 
inner core.  We are, in essence, shamans of awakening.  The iconic image by Thom Ricks that we are 
adopting as part of the Order’s tradition reflects this reality in both image and physical form. 

Lynn introduces Ward, both sibling and co-worker.  The community at the House of Prayer has an 
affinity with our community also.  Ward has been involved in the formation and development of the 
process and practice of the Order.  He has been particularly drawn to the Gospel of Philip.  Philip builds 
deeply on the Gospel of Thomas, they are synergistic and linked.  Philip puts emphasis on the inner 
work; this is the focus of the weekend. 



Ward – The Naked Truth – Intro 

There was something embedded in Philip that called Ward to the study of this text.  After many years, 
comes the recognition that the text has been profoundly formative, some of the weekend will be his 
sharing of how the text has been transformative, how it has been important individually and in the 
evolution of humanity.  There is a necessity in knowing we are being led through the current crisis and 
Philip has been critical in this awareness. 

Philip is probably a 2nd Century text, coming from the Middle East; historically the time was one of 
chaos.  The Temple had been destroyed, Jewish life was decentralized.  The Roman Empire had reached 
ascendency and was now in the process of disintegration.  Christianity was not unified and was under 
persecution.  Beliefs varied from community to community.  There was no unifying dogma/doctrine 
across the tradition. 

The Axial Age brought the initiation of all the major world spiritual traditions (Taoism, Incan, Buddhism, 
and the major Jewish prophets).  500 years later ~~ in the 2nd Cen. ~~ there was a cross pollination of 
ideas, concepts and perspective between East and West.  There was a movement toward the Desert 
Fathers and Mothers, St Augustine, and Clement of Alexander.  These leaders were the start of the 
“apostolic communities” and their teachings began to spread including the response to the question 
“what did it mean to be a Christian”?  What is the teaching of the Church?  At the time, there was no 
codified canon. The process was evolving and many voices were speaking ~~ Marcion of Sinope, 
Montanus, Valentinius (circa 100 – 160 CE) ~~ Philip comes from the Valentinius community.  By the 4th 
Cen, this text and community that grew out of Philip was deemed heretical.  The Aramaic church was on 
the Silk Route and in dialogue with Hinduism, Taoism and Buddhism.  This dialogue is “on-going” in this 
text unlike in the West where the dialogue was focused within Greek and Latin philosophy.   The major 
focus was on the exterior development of the religious path within Western tradition.  The focus was on 
“right – thinking” and “right practice” vs. the “interior” focus of the Eastern perspective.  There was also 
a tension regarding the question of who was Jesus as it related to his divinity.  The Eastern Orthodox 
tradition tried to balance the two compared to Roman Catholic and Western Protestantism. 
Additionally, there are cultural influences that are also embedded in each of the traditions influencing 
interpretation and perception.    

Philip, like Thomas, appears to have been written in a circular form, it is not chaotic, but there is 
underlying purpose guided by the wisdom of the heart.  One must start from the center, from the 
cosmology of the heart, and then move outward to understand the metaphors and imagery of the text. 

The Western view was that the cosmos was mechanistic; this cosmology is one of winding down toward 
an apocalyptic view, a linear perspective.  Whereas, the Eastern view is that the cosmos is circular, 
continuously unfolding and evolving.   

Meister Eckhart begins with a “big bang” e.g., in the beginning was the Word/Spirit/Consciousness.  This 
outpouring was Consciousness, is unleashed into the Universe. The Universe is conscious and aware, this 
pouring out might be called “soul”.  This Word is poured out into Consciousness; It is manifested in the 
concrete (horizontal realm) as body.  Consciousness does not know Itself as the Manifested.  The 
outpouring of this Consciousness is known as agape– Divine Love.  What is experienced in the material 
world is the “calling back” of the material reality evolving back into Itself.  At our essence we are one 
with God/Word/Spirit, this is what Jeshua knew.  The work is to come back into full consciousness as 
Divine beings; we participate through our own free will and volition.  We are at a juncture, choosing how 



we will participate in this cosmological shift.  Humanity is uncertain of its purpose, with a focus on 
materialism, not on the true meaning. 

The transformation process is starting with Spirit engendering Soul (e.g. universal and personal 
consciousness), continuing to morph into Mind/Word, then as Matter becoming embodied in the 
physical self (Body).  Finally, Body converts to Matter and then returns to Spirit through Body, Mind, and 
Soul and to Spirit in a cyclical way. (consider Thomas 29). 

Friday, April 5, Morning Session 

Intro with Lynn:  Inner work and outer work are held together by community, we take refuge in the 

path of Jeshua in our inner work and in priesting the world (the Royal Priesthood, the Priesthood of all 

believers).  These concepts parallel Buddhism‘s jewels of taking refuge in the Buddha and taking refuge 

in the Sangha (community).   

The Naked Truth (con) with Ward: 

We cannot do this work without each other, without community, Jesus said, you shall know the truth, 

and the truth shall set you free. At the core of what we are about is seeking truth, coming to understand 

what that means for you – personally, in community, in the kosmos and in Creation.  Philip is grounded 

in Jewish mysticism and asks the questions – who am I?  What is my purpose?  Thomas asks the same in 

Logion 1. 

Thomas predates Philip; however, by the second century certain Christian communities were studying 

both together, in connection with each other. 

Philip suggests that it is ignorance that enslaves us, it is wisdom that enlightens us, and it is the lattice of 

love that brings us into the Light.  This Wisdom does not come from the outside, bur from the inside, 

this gnosis; this spiritual knowledge is available through the Universal out-pouring. This search is not 

always comfortable, as truth comes to the fore, we struggle.  Our ego gets in the way since we have 

developed an inability to see, to avoid, regressing into the horizontal plane.  When we come into this 

discomfort of truth, we recognize that transformation is problematic; we must struggle with our ego, go 

through brokenness to become enlightened and fulfilled. 

An 44:  “Truth did not come to us naked….”  What is naked truth? Truth uncovered, the manifested 

Universe poured out with Divine Intention.  Ultimately Truth is manifested although Truth has no icon, 

no image, and no symbol.  These things – symbols/icons/images - point to the Truth (just as the finger 

points to the moon) but these are not the Truth.  It is the same concept expressed in the Tao Te Ching.  

Because of our current level of consciousness we can only being to grasp Truth through symbol and icon.  

Since our reality is horizontal and manifest, we generally can only begin to glimpse Truth through 

relatively concrete images and symbols.  Only when we begin to see “with the heart” do we begin to see 

the Ultimate.  If we stop at the icon (the manifested, material world), we have made an idol of it.  So, in 

essence, if we begin to attach to doctrine then we are making an idol of the icon, and missing the 

Unmanifested, the Naked Truth. 



Colossians 1:15 uses the phrase, “he is the icon of the invisible God, the firstborn of all creation”.  We 

must be careful not to use the icon to support human distortion. Philip suggests that Jeshua is perceived 

based on the spiritual evolvement of the perceiver.  In An14 – only a few clearly see themselves when 

they are present with Jeshua. 

AN 6:   Words are necessary, names are given to all aspects of creation, but these are only symbols so 

we can identify them in the manifested reality.  However, these aspects of Reality exist in Spirit; the 

item’s true meaning is realized.  If we use the term Father/Abba it is only an image, it only exists in 

relation to Spirit.  The reason that ancient Judaism did not permit the speaking of the name of JHWH is 

for this reason; no real name/icon/image can express the Ultimate and is always self-limiting.  And, yet, 

at our current level of consciousness we need symbols/icons to make sense of Naked Truth.  If we can 

move past words and theories, doctrine and dogma, we can begin to relax into “Spirit”, the “Truth”, and 

the Unmanifested.  

Ultimately our work is to discern, to be open to the leading of the Spirit, to remain open to the guiding 

of higher wisdom beyond icon and images.  Truth lies at the level of the heart, not the head.  Rational 

thinking and processes may help us to learn to detach, but thinking will not give us the Ultimate Truth, 

because Truth lies at the core of our being.  The icon points to its source, but a spiritual union/marriage 

occurs between the icon and the Naked Truth.  Ultimately we must “wed” the Naked Truth, coming into 

Union with our Source.  Through this “marriage”, this uniting, both the Naked Truth/Divine and the 

manifested self (us) is changed.  Truth is subjective only after we become It, become It in Love. 

Our relationship with Truth is subjective because we are in “relationship” with the Naked Truth, yet our 

understanding is generally colored by our personal, egoic and “delusional” ways of seeing/being in the 

world. 

This “waking up” is intentional and part of the wisdom of the Naked Truth.  It is intentional on the part 

of Spirit that this process of opening and joining allows the individual to manifest (Thomas 13/Thomas 

18)/Phillip 61.) 

When we come to this understanding, this way of “being”, there is no clinging, all is flow (concentration 

without effort), all is Love, all is Spirit.  We are wedded with the Divine, to Unity Consciousness, and 

work becomes play. 

Presentation by Thom Ricks, artist and creator, of the icon of the Monk to the World. Refer to audio 

recording for his presentation. 



Friday afternoon session 

The Naked Truth (con) with Ward: 

 AN 27 calls us to be practioners of the work, of being real, of being honest and open.   

Praxis:  Group work reflecting on the Rumi story and our experience in relationship to the questions and 

process. 

If we go to words, connected to the archetype, this leads us to the center but we too often get attached 

to our own words, views, and perspectives.  We cling to our personal, egoic views of truth but in fact we 

are in illusion because we are clinging to thinking that is not focused on the Unmanifested.   

Philip even includes the definition of “church”.   Even as early as the 2nd century, there is a theological 

movement toward separation (e.g. us vs. them; God’s Grace to the community vs. lack of grace outside 

of the community, etc.).   We end up worshipping the text, the scripture, the dogma, the doctrine, the 

liturgy and not listening with the heart but on a superficial level.   

How do we get out of this human construct, to exist in the aeon, where nothing would be considered 

evil, where there would be no duality?  In this realm, our minds are formed in a very small consciousness 

and we are limited by this dualistic perspective instead of the Divine Reality that is non-dualistic and 

unitive. 

AN 45:  “from below”, “from above” We live in a place where we do not get it, we do not live in the 

Transcendent.  Our view is skewed.  A core teaching from Philip is that the core transcendent reality is in 

our innermost being, YOU are the Universe.  We live in the transcendent realm, but we live in layers of 

consciousness that separate us from this Reality.  Small consciousness identifies with the exterior form, 

not with the higher True Self and existence.  “Go into the hidden chamber…” become quiet, come to the 

place of origination, become like little children, letting go of the conformed mind, reoriented to the 

realm of potentiality.  The process is to divest of knowledge, self-belief, and ego and to provide space to 

re-member the True Self.  One must descend from head to the heart (nous).  One must engage metanoia 

– a change, a turning of consciousness. 

AN 61:  Love raises the level of our hearts and consciousness.  The veils over the heart prevent us from 

entering into the bridal chamber.  We must discern, letting go and allowing Wisdom to engage us at the 

level of the heart. 

Jesus brought internalization to the external world.  Religion calls us to the external world, the 

perimeter of the spiritual world through theology, doctrine, dogma.  Jesus opened the inner journey to 

allow us to experience the inner path, opening the heart to the Transcendent.  His teachings invite us to 

follow his path, to live the integration of the inner and the outer, departing from a dualistic perspective 

and awakening to the reality that the Divine Will is in the present, here and now.  When this happens, 

the location of authority shifts from the external/the institution to an internal authority guided by God, 

the Transcendent. Jesus tore the veil in the temple at his death allowing all humanity (and maybe 

creation) access to this Reality. 



At his baptism, Jesus moved from dualistic consciousness to Unitive Consciousness.  This began the 

marriage and the unification of humanity and the Divine since the time of “Eden”.  This process of 

restoration is necessary for the unification of the planet.  The Fire of Love, burns the separate ego, this is 

the Divine Fire that is seeded into the kosmos as discussed in Thomas. 

A letting go, the “know interval”, requires that we learn to see differently than in our normal way.   God 

cannot be known by thoughts, only through Love (Cloud of the Unknowing).  This seeing is not 

continuous, but only by shifting to the heart can we begin to live in a Unitive way where this is no 

separation.  We are called to obey the inner authority, the Inner Wisdom, which is an aspect of the 

Transcendent. 

AN 42:  This is the realm where evil and good exist, where this work can be done, where volition exists, 

where one is invited to enter the Unity Consciousness.  Sustained practice returns us to the core of our 

self to the Center, Love draws us there, but it is always enticing us.  We are being asked to “wake up”, to 

recognize that all is interconnected, not driven by ego, but by the inner authority of the Divine.  In the 

Gospel of Mary (at the beginning of Dialogue One), Peter asks Jesus about sin.  Jesus suggests that sin 

does not exist but we are called to move outside the dissonance, to turn from being adulterous in 

nature, “for this very reason the Good has come among you…” 

The implication is that the work is now, we must live now, be transformed through practice now… not 

later in death. 

AN 61:  Second paragraph…Love possesses nothing for how could it…For Love shall cover a multitude of 

sins”  Our spiritual work is finding truth together, standing in community, love is the energy that unites, 

that brings us to our fullness.  The Bridle Chamber is where this unification occurs; the reality is no 

longer “out there” but “in here”.  We are making space for Truth to be found, we are called by Truth to 

spiritual marriage.  There is no other truth than the truth of relationship, love, community and inter-

connectedness.  A Wisdom community helps sustain communion, inter-relationship, and union in Love.  

When rest is obtained, the Inner Authority takes precedence; one is re-oriented, re-created and fully 

realized.   

Blake – On Vocation: Way of the Healer.  Please refer to audio recording. 



Friday Evening Session 

The Naked Truth (con) with Ward:   

How are we engaging this material?  Small groups help us come to our truth and sustain our truth as 

part of the work.  6 questions provided for consideration on spiritual growth. 

 

 



Closing with Lynn:  We are in the forest, we are surrounded by the trees, it is hard to see clearly, but we 

are in a shift – either break through or break down.  A major shift in consciousness may save us from 

collapse.  We are here not only to witness history but also to be instrumental, maybe called to the 

planet at this moment, as actors on the stage.  What kind of action is that?  The icon of the monk 

jumped out during the visit to Thom Ricks’ studio…as a result of this another image arrived, “given” to 

Lynn and recreated as best he can with Publisher (See PDF file, Priest to the Cosmos).  If indeed this 

original icon is of the monk, what work are we doing and how are we doing it?  We live in the horizontal 

plane, and the priest is acting out of heart space/kardial space standing up into the vertical plane, and 

receiving guidance from the “twin”.  The priest operates in the horizontal (human construct), the vertical 

(the immanent/transcendent axis) AND in the natural/ecological world in which we exist (also in the 

horizontal). These are influenced by the individual twin as well as Light/Spirit.  The Cosmic hierarchy is 

present as the journey of descending and ascending.   

The priest is working across the gaps, horizontal to vertical realities. The active agency is more shamanic 

in energy and purpose. The icon of the priest is called to be the light-bearer, the conduit, the servant; 

one is not working out of personal identity, not working out of personal agenda but in a combination of 

gentleness and strength.  There is a selfless secrecy in this.   

Consider AN 68 – you are at the nexus, what is pouring through is Love from above, flowing below into 

space-time, both human and non-human realities.   

Unless we keep the Cosmic reality in mind, we cannot stand as priests-to-the-world.  We have to stay in 

this space and energy to be able to stand up, to stay awake and in beingness…to be resurrected to 

wakefulness and become a Master of this process. 

Some texts to consider addressing spirit, the human condition and creation: 

 Talking with Angels - Gitta Mallasz   http://www.dialogues-ange.fr/talking_with_angels/index.html 

 The World is Made of Stories – David R Loy 

 Neither Wolf or Dog – Kent Nerburn  

 The Spell of the Sensuous:  Perception and Language in a More-Than-Human World – David Abram 

 The Way:  An Ecological World View - Edward Goldsmith 
 

Saturday, April 6, Morning Session 
 
The Naked Truth (con) with Ward: 
 
AN 50 is revelatory of the pattern of sacred rites, the iconic pattern of sacrament.  Restoration begins in 
living water, in the physical plane.  The pattern moves us through the material universe into the Bridal 
Chamber (where Spirit and matter are unified); restoring all into the fullness of being, returning the 
physical and spiritual world into a Unified field.  This pattern is given to us for the restoration of the 
Universe, it is inclusive, and it is the intention of the Great Self-Giving.   (gmr in Arabic means fullness, 
one of the adjectives for God in Islam).  In the Bridal Chamber, we and God become one, there is no 
duality, and all is Unified.  This unification cannot take place in the mind; it can only take place in the 
heart. 
 

http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=ntt_athr_dp_sr_1?_encoding=UTF8&field-author=Edward%20Goldsmith&search-alias=books&sort=relevancerank


The “virgin” is the place of potentiality, of openness, pureness, etc.  We are called to this potentiality, to 
be open, receptive and free.  Meister Eckhart suggests that we must be open, free and unattached 
spiritually if we are to be open to the unification with Spirit. 
 
God surrenders God’s Power, shifting the pattern, one of self-giving, reversing the pattern of this world, 
the pattern of power and control, at both the personal and corporate levels.  Jeshua’s model is that of 
surrender, releasing self-interest to the greater good.   
 
AN 48.  This text is based on Jewish mysticism, reflecting the iconic pattern of the Universe, of the 
Heavenly Temple.  There are triparate chambers of our humanness – body, soul, spirit.  This pattern is 
iconic and replicated throughout creation.  In the Holiest of Holies of the ancient temple, at the Center, 
“God” resides.  Only the priest could enter this inner sanctum but still could not venture behind the veil 
where YHWH resided.  However, at Jesus’ death, this veil is split, reversing this pattern of non-
accessibility, beginning the restoration of the Universe.  This analogue suggests that religion is no longer 
relevant because sacrifice is not brought to the Temple, but that we become the “sacrifice” offering 
ourselves to God.  This is the end of religion because religion mediates truth, mediates grace but this is 
no longer necessary since it is directly available to us and we become It.  Do we become a “Christian” or 
do we become “Christ”? 
 
Cardinal directions have iconic meaning:  North – the direction of “death” – iconic of death of self.  East -
opening and new birth.  South – verdant growth.  West – end of a cycle. This symbolism was 
incorporated in the ancient temple architecture. 
 
The sacraments are also iconic representations of the journey – baptism is not the immersion into 
death, but an experience of resurrection leading to the Bridal Chamber.  The sacrament of anointing is 
iconic of “restoration of fullness of being”, the knowledge of who we are, full of fire and of Spirit, 
answering the question, “who am I?”  We are restored to the fullness of who we are, one with the 
Beloved. 
 
AN 40.  In Western tradition, virginity is held up as the holiest state, but in this tradition, marriage is the 
unification of the All.  We are called to enter into the experience, into the Bridal Chamber. 
 
AN 44.  Participation in the restoration of fullness of being is the focus.  Western Christianity is in 
trouble because we focus on “baptism”, becoming “Christian” not focusing on restoring the Universe to 
its One True Self. 
 
AN 57.  The movement is toward inner completion, the sacraments are iconic and represent the 
transformative process.  But, in participating in the sacraments, we become completed beings, knowing 
who we truly are, awakening to our sovereignty.   
 
The original intent was to engage each of the sacraments as the icon of a Greater Reality (as alluded to 
in Philip).  We ultimately become sacraments in the Universe and the Universe in turn feeds on us. 
 



Saturday, late afternoon 
 
The Naked Truth (con) with Ward: 
 
AN 61.  The Universe is calling us to enjoy, to love, to embrace and to participate in its most sensual 
voluptuousness. 
 
AN 58.  We cannot truly understand Spirit and the Beauty if we do not move from head to heart, if we 
do not shift our reality from simply the manifest.  We must awaken to Spirit as the true reality to be able 
to know this Beauty. 
 
AN 59.  In this text, we come to understand who we truly are.   And, we must come to enjoy this 
spiritual Love within community and with Spirit.  
 
AN 4.  Everywhere, we are being asked and urged to participate, and yet we hold back, we do not open 
our hearts, leave our heads, to be with the One that Loves.   Enlightenment is the ego’s greatest 
disappointment.  The ego must give up control or we are not free to engage this process/reality since we 
believe we have a separate sense of self, grasping and attaching to ensure its survival as “separate”.  We 
do not know what the Real Self is unless we have experienced the “new” Self, merging with the Beloved.    
 
Philip sees everything as iconic, calling us into participation, the whole of the manifested world is iconic.  
In sitting with nature, we seek the iconic meaning of this aspect of Creation.  For example, winter 
prepares us and the earth for the new cycle, the new year, the spring.  A time of rest and waiting, 
without winter rejuvenation cannot happen.  It is part of the plan, part of Beauty, part of the journey. 
 

Sunday a.m. 
 

The Naked Truth (con) with Ward: 
 
AN 70.  The Universe is assisting us to do this work (“saints and sacred beings”). For each of us the 
process is individual, the guidance is personal, and the inner work, the inner process is not identical 
from person to person.   
 
We cannot change ourselves through egoic work, only through letting go and allowing the Process to 
work through us.  If we try to change anyone else or ourselves, we are doing violence – suggest FR 
Antony DeMello.  We all are addicted to our personalities, to our outer form, we cannot change it 
through personal effort but only if we empty, open to Spirit, and then transformation happens.   
 
This text is about discernment.   
 
We enter into the Temple; this is a reorientation to the nous.  Reorientation is through detachment, 
non-judging, un-knowing, and simple openness.  We enter into the Holy Place through the restoration of 
our being, we find rest and achieve a new sovereignty (inner authority, the inner Truth).  This gives us 
the freedom to act in a way that we have not in the past.  We can act without constraints.   We enter 
into the Holy of Holies by entering into the Bridal Chamber, into Love, which is the power of Unity. 
 
We are transformed into the Manifest Realm and become One.  


